
     MUSCLE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

MOTION results from alternating contraction (shortening) and relaxation of muscles; 

the skeletal system provides leverage and a supportive framework for this movement. 

The scientific study of muscles is known as MYOLOGY. 

 

OVERVIEW OF MUSCLE TISSUE 

 

TYPES OF MUSCLE TISSUE 

SKELETAL muscle tissue is primarily attached to bones. It is Striated & Voluntary 

CARDIAC muscle tissue forms the wall of the heart. It is STRIATED & Involuntary. 

SMOOTH (visceral) muscle tissue is located in VISCERA.  

1- It is NONSTRAITED (SMOOTH) & Involuntary.  

 

FUNCTIONS OF MUSCLE TISSUE 

Through sustained contraction of alternating contraction and relaxation, muscle performs 

FOUR KEY FUNCTIONS: 

1) production of body movements 

2) stabilizing body positions;  

3) moving substances within the body;Smooth mm  

4) and generating heat. 

 

PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE TISSUE 

1) Electrical excitability is the ability to respond to certain stimuli by producing 

electrical signals such as action potential (impulse). 

2) Contractility is the ability to shorten and thicken (contract), generating force 

to do work. 

 

ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION, the muscle tension increases but does not shorten. 

ISOTONIC CONTRACTION, the tension remains constant while the muscle shortens. 



 

3) EXTENSIBILITY is the ability to be extended (stretched) without damaging the 

tissue. 

4) ELASTICITY is the ability to return to original shape after contraction or extension. 

 

SKELETAL MUSCLE TISSUE 

Each skeletal muscle is a separate organ composed of CELLS  

- called MUSCLE FIBERS. 

 

CONNECTIVE TISSUE COMPONENTS 

 

FASCIA is a sheet or band of fibrous connective tissue that is deep to the skin and 

surrounds muscles and other organs of the body. 

 

SUPERFICIAL FASCIA (or SUBCUTANEOUS LAYER) separates muscle from skin 

and functions to provide a pathway for nerves and blood vessels, stores fat, insulates, 

and protects muscles from trauma. 

 

DEEP FASCIA, which lines the body wall and limbs and holds muscles with similar 

functions together, allows free movement of muscles, carries nerves, blood vessels, and 

lymph vessels, and fills spaces between muscles. 

 

OTHER CONNECTIVE TISSUE COMPONENTS: 

EPIMYSIUM, covering the Entire Muscle;  

PERIMYSIUM, covering Fasciculi (a bundle of skeletal muscle fibers) 

ENDOMYSIUM, covering individual Muscle Fibers 

- all are extensions of deep fascia 

 

TENDON and APONEUROSES are extensions of connective tissue beyond muscle 

cells that attach muscle to bone or other muscle. 



A TENDON is a cord of dense connective tissue that attaches a muscle to the 

periosteum of a bone  

An APONEUROSIS is a tendon that extends as a broad, flat layer  

 

NERVE AND BLOOD SUPPLY  

Nerves containing Motor Neurons convey impulses for muscular contraction. 

Blood provides nutrients and oxygen for contraction. 

 

MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY OF A SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBER 

During embryonic development, skeletal muscle fibers arise from MYOBLASTS . A few 

myoblasts persist in mature skeletal muscle as satellite cells. 

 

SARCOLEMMA, T TUBULES, AND SARCOPLASM 

 

SKELETAL MUSCLE consists of FIBERS (CELLS) Covered By a SARCOLEMMA  

 

THE FIBERS CONTAIN:  

 

- T TUBULES - are tiny invaginations of the sarcolemma that quickly SPREAD 

the muscle ACTION POTENTIAL to all parts of the Muscle Fiber. 

 

- SARCOPLASM - is the Muscle Cell Cytoplasm and contains:  

o a large amount of GLYCOGEN for energy production   

o MYOGLOBIN for oxygen storage. 

 

MYOFIBRILS & SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM 

 

A MUSCLE FIBER contains: MYO-FIBRILS that consist of MYO-FILAMENTS  

 

MYO-FILAMENTS - THIN & THICK Filaments     

 



SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM - Encircles each Myofibril. 

- in the relaxed muscle STORES CALCIUM IONS. 

- Releases Calcium Ions to Initiate Contraction 

  

MUSCULAR ATROPHY is a wasting away of muscles 

MUSCULAR HYPERTROPHY is an increase in the diameter of muscle fibers  

 

FILAMENTS & THE SARCOMERE 

 

MYO-FIBRILS are composed of: 

- Thick and Thin Filaments  

 - arranged in units called SARCOMERES  

 

SARCOMERE:  

- the basic functional Contractile unit of a MYOFIBRIL  

- a Contractile unit in a Muscle Fiber extending from one Z-disc to the next Z-disc 

- DARK (A band)  

- LIGHT (I band)  

 

A BAND  

- The Darker Middle portion consisting primarily of the Thick filaments with 

some Thin filaments overlapping the thick ones  

 

I BANDS  

- The Lighter Sides that consist of Thin filaments only  

 

Z DISC   

- passes through the CENTER of the I BAND & connects the thin filaments 

 

H ZONE  

– a Narrow area in the CENTER of each A BAND  



                - contains Thick but No Thin filaments.   

 

Exercise can result in torn sarcolemma, damaged myofibrils, and disrupted Z discs  

 

MUSCLE PROTEINS 

 

A) CONTRACTILE PROTEINS   

- generate force during contraction 

 

1) MYOSIN  

- the main component of THICK filaments 

- functions as a MOTOR PROTEIN  

 

MOTOR PROTEINS:  

- push or pull their cargo to achieve movement  

- by converting energy from ATP into mechanical energy of motion or force. 

 

2) ACTIN - the main component of THIN filaments 

      - connects to the Myosin for the sliding together of the filaments       

 

B) REGULATORY PROTEINS  

-  help switch the contractions on and off 

1) TROPONIN 

2) TROPOMYOSIN 

 

The Regulatory Proteins: TROPOMYOSIN & TROPONIN are a part of the THIN 

filament. 

Troponin & Tropomyosin form the Troponin-Tropomyosin Complex 

 

In Relaxed Muscle, TROPOMYOSIN: 

-  is held in place by TROPONIN 



- Blocks the MYOSIN-BINDING SITES on ACTIN  

- Preventing MYOSIN from Binding To ACTIN. 

 

3) STRUCTURAL PROTEINS  

- keep the thick and thin filaments in the proper alignment,  

- give the myofibril elasticity and extensibility 

- link the myofibrils to the sarcolemma and extracellular matrix. 

 

- TITIN helps a sarcomere return to its resting length after a muscle has contracted or 

been stretched. 

- MYOMESIN forms the M line. 

- NEBULIN helps maintain alignment of the thin filaments in the sarcomere. 

- DYSTROPHIN reinforces the sarcolemma, helps transmit the tension generated by 

the sarcomeres to the tendons, orients acetylcholine receptor in the sarcolemma. 

 

CONTRACTION AND RELAXATION OF SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBERS: 

 

THE SLIDING FILAMENT MECHANISM  

    

DURING MUSCLE CONTRACTION:  

- Myosin (Thick Filaments) Cross Bridges Pull On Thin (ACTIN) Filaments, 

O  the Thin Filaments slide Inward toward the H ZONE (center/A band) 

O the Thin Filaments slide Inward toward the M LINE (center/ Sarcomere) 

O  Z discs come toward each other  

O the SARCOMERE SHORTENS  

- The Thick & Thin Filaments DO NOT Change in Length.  

 

The Contraction Cycle - The Sliding of Filaments and Shortening Of Sarcomeres 

causes the Shortening of the whole Muscle Fiber and ultimately the entire muscle.  

 

AT THE BEGINNING OF CONTRACTION: 



1) the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum releases Calcium Ions  

2) which Bind To Troponin  

3) and cause the Troponin-Tropomysium Complex to Uncover  

    the Myosin-Binding Sites on Actin.  

 

When the Myosin-Binding Sites are “free” on Actin, the Contraction Cycle begins. 

THE CONTRACTION CYCLE is a repeating sequence of events that causes the 

filaments to slide.  

 

THE CONTRACTION CYCLE CONSISTS OF:  

1) ATP hydrolysis – MYOSIN contains ATPase an enzyme that breaks down ATP to 

release energy for Contraction 

2) Attachment Of Myosin To Actin to form Cross Bridges,  

3) the POWER STROKE,  

4) and Detachment of MYOSIN from ACTIN  

 

EXCITATION-CONTRACTION COUPLING 

 

An Increase in Calcium Ion concentration in the Cytosol Starts Muscle Contraction 

A Decrease in Calcium Stops the Muscle Contraction 

 

The MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL releases Calcium ions from the Sarcoplasmic 

Reticulum that combine with Troponin, causing it to pull on Tropomyosin to change its 

orientation, thus Exposing Myosin-Binding Sites on Actin & allowing the Actin & 

Myosin to Bind together. 

 

The use of Calcium ions to REMOVE THE CONTRACTION INHIBITOR and the 

joining of Actin & Myosin constitute the EXCITATION-CONTRACTION 

COUPLING, the steps that connect Excitation to contraction of the muscle fiber. 

 

EXCITATION - a muscle action potential propagation through the T tubules  



 

FOR RELAXATION - Calcium ion Active Transport Pumps return Calcium ions 

                                       to the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum  

 

RIGOR MORTIS a state of muscular rigidity following death,  

- results from a LACK OF ATP to split myosin-actin cross bridges  

- ATP is needed for contraction and relaxation 

 

 

LENGTH-TENSION RELATIONSHIP 

The Forcefulness Of Muscle Contraction depends on:  

- the Length of the Sarcomeres within a muscle before contraction begins. 

 

 

THE NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION: 

 

Muscle action potentials arise at the NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION (NMJ), the 

Synapse between a Somatic Motor Neuron and a Skeletal Muscle Fiber  

 

A SYNAPSE is a region of communication between two neurons or a neuron and a 

target cell. 

- Synapses separate cells from direct physical contact. 

- Neurotransmitters bridge that gap. 

- The neurotransmitter at a NMJ is ACETYLCHOLINE (ACh). 

 

A Nerve Action Potential Elicits A Muscle Action Potential: 

1) through the Release of Acetylcholine,  

2) Activation of ACh receptors,  

3) Production of a Muscle Action Potential,  

4) and Termination of ACh activity via ACh enzyme   

 



Several plant products and drugs selectively block events at the NMJ.  

 

MUSCLE METABOLISM 

- Active muscle cells require large quantities of ATP.  

 

 

 

 

 

Production of ATP for Muscle Contraction: 

 
1. ATP from Creatine Phosphate 

2. ATP from Aerobic Respiration: Cellular Respiration in the Mitochondria 

a. Pyruvic Acid  from Glycolysis 

b. Fatty Acids liberated from Adipose Tissue 

c. Amino Acids from Protien breakdown 

d. Oxygen from Hb in the blood or Myoglobin in muscle fibers 

 

3. ATP from Anaerobic Respiration  

a. Muscle Gylcogen is used  

b. Lactic Acid is released into the Blood Stream 

c. Occurs mostly in the Cytoplasm 

 

 

Lactic Acid: 

- Is Fuel for Skeletal Muscle & Heart Muscle during Intensive Exercise 

- It is the Burning sensation in muscles during exercise 

- When released into the blood stream it can be converted to Glucose by the Liver 

and released back into the bloodstream for fuel for the muscles 

 

 



TheThree Sources for ATP production in Muscle Cells: 

 

1) CREATINE PHOSPHATE and ATP can power maximal muscle contraction for 

about 15 seconds and is used for maximal Short Bursts of Energy (e.g., 100-meter 

dash)      

- Creatine phosphate is unique to muscle fibers. 

 

There is a controversy regarding the effectiveness of creatine supplementation 

 

2) ANAEROBIC CELLULAR RESPIRATION - The Partial Catabolism of Glucose 

      to generate ATP    

- This system can provide enough energy for about 30-40 seconds of maximal 

 muscle activity (e.g., 300-meter race). 

 

3) AEROBIC CELLULAR RESPIRATION - reactions requiring Oxygen 

- Muscular activity LASTING MORE THAN 30 SECONDS depends 

 increasingly on Aerobic Cellular Respiration.  

- This system of ATP production involves the Complete Oxidation Of Glucose 

                      via Cellular Respiration (biological oxidation)  

 

MUSCLE TISSUE HAS TWO SOURCES OF OXYGEN:  

1) Diffusion From Blood  

2) Release By Myoglobin Inside Muscle Fibers. 

 

The Aerobic System will provide enough ATP for prolonged activity so long as 

sufficient Oxygen and Nutrients are available. 

 

MUSCLE FATIGUE - The inability of a muscle to maintain its strength of contraction 

or tension. It occurs when a muscle cannot produce enough ATP to meet its needs. 

 



RECOVERY OXYGEN CONSUMPTION - Elevated Oxygen Use After Exercise. 

(rather than the formerly used term oxygen debt). 

 

CONTROL OF MUSCLE TENSION: 

When considering the contraction of a whole muscle, The Tension It Can Generate 

-  depends on the Number Of Fibers That Are Contracting In Unison. 

 

MOTOR UNIT - A Motor Neuron and the Muscle Fibers it stimulates.   

- A single motor unit may innervate as few as 10 or as many as 2,000 muscle  

fibers, with an average of 150 fibers being innervated by each motor neuron. 

 

A TWITCH CONTRACTION is a Brief contraction of all the muscle fibers in 

a motor unit in response to a single action potential. 

 

  MYOGRAM - A record of a muscle contraction.  

It includes three periods: latent, contraction, and relaxation  

 

REFRACTORY PERIOD - time when a muscle has Temporarily Lost 

Excitability   

4. Skeletal Muscles having a Short refractory period  

5. Cardiac Muscle having a Long refractory period. 

 

FREQUENCY OF STIMULATION: 

 

WAVE SUMMATION -  is the Increased Strength of a Contraction resulting 

from the application of a SECOND STIMULUS before the muscle has completely 

relaxed after a previous stimulus  

INCOMPLETE (UNFUSED) TETANUS - A Sustained Muscle Contraction 

that permits Partial Relaxation Between Stimuli    

 



COMPLETE (FUSED) TETANUS - a Sustained Contraction that Lacks Even 

Partial Relaxation between stimuli  

 

RECRUITMENT - (Multiple Motor Unit Summation)  

- The Process of Increasing The Number Of Active Motor Units   

- It prevents fatigue and helps provide smooth muscular contraction rather than a 

series of jerky movements. 

 

AEROBIC TRAINING builds Endurance  

ANAEROBIC TRAINING builds Muscle Strength.  

 

MUSCLE TONE: 

 - (Residual Muscle Tension or Tonus) is the Continuous and Passive Partial 

Contraction of the Muscles 

- At any given moment, a few muscle fibers within a muscle are contracted while 

most are relaxed. This small amount of contraction is Essential For Maintaining 

Posture. 

- A Sustained Partial Contraction of portions of a Relaxed skeletal muscle 

results in a Firmness.  

 

 

ISOTONIC CONTRACTIONS  

- when a Constant Load is moved through the range of motions possible at a joint 

- includes Concentric Contractions  and Eccentric Contractions  

- Muscle Tension stays the Same as the muscle shortens and elongates 

- Muscle Tension stays the Same as the Joint Moves 

 

ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION  

- Muscle Does NOT Shorten but Tension Increases  

 - The Joint does NOT move but the Muscle Tension Increase 

 



TYPES OF SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBERS: 

All skeletal muscle fibers are NOT Identical in Structure or Function 

 

COLOR VARIES according to the content of MYOGLOBIN, an oxygen-storing 

reddish pigment.  

 

RED MUSCLE FIBERS have a High Myoglobin Content  

WHITE MUSCLE FIBERS  the Myoglobin content of is Low. 

 

Fiber Diameter VARIES as do the cell’s allocations of Mitochondria, Blood 

Capillaries, And Sarcoplasmic Reticulum. 

 

Contraction Velocity And Resistance To Fatigue also differ between fibers. 

 

Skeletal Muscle Fibers Are Classified:  On the basis of Structure and Function 

- Slow Oxidative – Type I - RED 

- Oxidative-Glycolytic – Type 2A - RED 

- Fast Glycolytic Fibers – Type 2B - WHITE 

 
TYPE I FIBERS: 

- These fibers, also called SLOW TWITCH or SLOW OXIDATIVE 
FIBERS, 

- contain large amounts of Myoglobin, many Mitochondria & blood 
Capillaries  

- RED,  
- split ATP at a slow rate, have a Slow contraction velocity,  
- very resistant to fatigue  
- have a high capacity to generate ATP by Oxidative metabolic 

processes.  
-  found in large numbers in the POSTURAL MUSCLES of the NECK, 

BACK and LEGS 
 
TYPE II A FIBERS: 

- These fibers, also called FAST TWITCH or FAST OXIDATIVE FIBERS, 
- contain very large amounts of Myoglobin, very many Mitochondria 

and very many blood Capillaries.  
- RED 



- have a very high capacity for generating ATP by oxidative metabolic 
processes,  

- split ATP at a very Rapid rate, have a Fast contraction velocity 
-  are resistant to fatigue 
- Such fibers are infrequently found in humans. 

 
TYPE II B FIBERS: 

- FAST TWITCH or FAST GLYCOLYTIC FIBERS, 
- contain a low content of Myoglobin, relatively few mitochondria, 

relatively few blood capillaries  
- large amounts GLYCOGEN.  
- WHITE  
- generate ATP by ANAEROBIC metabolic processes 
- not able to supply skeletal muscle fibers continuously with ATP,  
- fatigue easily,  
- split ATP at a Fast rate and have a Fast contraction velocity.  
- are found in large numbers in the MUSCLES OF THE ARMS. 
 

DISTRIBUTION AND RECRUITMENT OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF FIBERS 

- Most skeletal muscles contain a mixture of all three fiber types, their 

proportions varying with the usual action of the muscle.  

- TYPE I FIBERS:  

- Postural muscles of the neck, back, and leg have a higher proportion   

-TYPE II B FIBERS: 

-Muscles of the shoulders and arms produce large amounts of tension such 

as in lifting and throwing have a higher proportion 

  

- All fibers of any one motor unit, are the Same. 

- Although the number of different skeletal muscle fibers does not change, the 

characteristics of those present can be altered by various types of exercise. 

 

The use of ANABOLIC STEROIDS by athletes to Increase Muscle Size, Strength, and 

Endurance has been shown to have very serious side effects, some of which are life-

threatening 

 

CARDIAC MUSCLE TISSUE: 

- Cardiac muscle tissue is found only in the Heart Wall. 



- Its fibers are arranged similarly to skeletal muscle fibers. 

- Cardiac Muscle Fibers connect to adjacent fibers by INTERCALATED 

 DISCS which contain Desmosomes and Gap Junctions  

 

CARDIAC MUSCLE CONTRACTIONS   

- LAST LONGER than the skeletal muscle twitch due to the Prolonged Delivery 

of Calcium Ions from the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum and the Extracellular Fluid. 

- Cardiac muscle fibers contract when stimulated by their own Autorhythmic 

Fibers. 

- This Continuous, Rhythmic Activity is a major physiological difference 

between cardiac and skeletal muscle tissue. 

 

SMOOTH MUSCLE 

- is NONSTRIATED and INVOLUNTARY and is classified into Two Types:  

 

1) VISCERAL (SINGLE UNIT) SMOOTH MUSCLE  

- is found in the walls of hollow viscera and small blood vessels;  

  the  fibers are arranged in a network. 

2) MULTIUNIT SMOOTH MUSCLE  

- is found in large blood vessels, large airways, errector pili muscles, and  

the iris of the eye. The fibers operate singly rather than as a unit. 

 

MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY OF THE SMOOTH MUSCLE: 

6. Sarcoplasm of smooth muscle fibers contains both Thick and Thin filaments  

which are NOT organized into Sarcomeres. 

7. Smooth muscle fibers contain Intermediate Filaments which are attached to 

      dense bodies.  

 

 

PHYSIOLOGY OF SMOOTH MUSCLE: 

1.  The Duration of Contraction and Relaxation of smooth muscle is LONGER 



             than in skeletal muscle. 

2.  CALMODULIN - is the Regulator Protein in Smooth Muscle that binds 

calcium ions in the cytosol (in place of the role of troponin in striated muscle) 

- Activates the enzyme myosin light chain kinase, which facilitates myosin-actin 

 binding and allows contraction to occur at a relatively slow rate. 

3.  SMOOTH MUSCLE TONE - a state of Continued Partial Contraction is due to 

- The Prolonged Presence of Calcium Ions in the Cytosol of Smooth 

  Muscle Fibers  

4.  Smooth Muscle Fibers can STRETCH considerably without developing tension;  

              this phenomenon is termed the STRESS-RELAXATION RESPONSE 

 

 

 

REGENERATION OF MUSCLE TISSUE: 

- Skeletal Muscle Fibers CANNOT Divide and have limited powers of 

Regeneration 

- GROWTH AFTER THE FIRST YEAR IS DUE TO ENLARGEMENT OF 

  EXISTING CELLS, Not an increase in the number of fibers  

- Although new individual cells may be derived from Satellite Cells 

- The number of New Skeletal Muscle Fibers formed from Satellite Cells is 

    minimal. 

- FIBROSIS - the replacement of muscle fibers by Scar Tissue 

- Cardiac Muscle Fibers CANNOT Divide or Regenerate. 

- Smooth Muscle Fibers have limited capacity for Division and Regeneration. 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF MUSCLE 

With few exceptions, muscles develop from MESODERM  

Skeletal Muscles of the Head and Extremities develop from General Mesoderm; the 

remainder of the skeletal muscles develop from Mesoderm of Somites  

 

AGING AND MUSCLE TISSUE 



Beginning at about 30 years of age, there is a Progressive Loss Of Skeletal Muscle, 

which is Replaced By Fat. 

There is also a Decrease in Maximal Strength and a Slowing of Muscle Reflexes. 

 

DISORDERS: HOMEOSTATIC IMBALANCES: 

 

NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASE - involves problems involving Somatic Motor 

Neurons, Neuromuscular Junctions, or Muscle Fibers.  

MYOPATHY -  a disease or disorder of the Skeletal Muscle Tissue itself. 

MYASTHENIA GRAVIS - is an Autoimmune disorder characterized by great 

Muscular Weakness and caused by antibodies directed against ACh receptors at the 

Neuromuscular Junction; more ACh receptors are affected as the disease progresses, 

making the muscle increasingly weaker. 

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES are Inherited muscle-destroying diseases that 

are characterized by degeneration of individual muscle fibers, leading to Progressive 

Atrophy of the skeletal muscle.  

- The most common form is Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, for which 

there is hope that gene therapy may someday be employed to replace the 

responsible gene with one that halts muscle loss. The disease gene codes for a 

mutant form of dystrophin protein. 

 

FIBROMYALGIA is a painful, non-articular Rheumatic Disorder that 

usually appears between the ages of 25 and 50. 

 

ABNORMAL CONTRACTIONS OF SKELETAL MUSCLE INCLUDE:  

 
SPASM - is a sudden, Involuntary Contraction of a muscle that lasts for a Long 

duration (hours-days) 

 
CRAMP - is a sudden, Involuntarily Contraction of a muscle that lasts for a Short 

duration (minutes) 



 The common causes of skeletal muscle cramps are Muscle Fatigue 

and a Sodium Imbalance (Dehydration)  

TREMOR - an Involuntary, somewhat rhythmic, muscle movement involving 

                     to-and-fro movements (Oscillations) of one or more body parts.   

                        - Most tremors occur in the hands.  

FASCICULATION - (or "muscle twitch") is a small, local, Involuntary Muscle  

                         Contraction (twitching) visible under the skin arising from the  

                         spontaneous discharge of a bundle of skeletal muscle fibers.  

 
FIBRILLATION - when muscle fibers lose contact with their innervating axon  

                     producing a Spontaneous Action Potential, "fibrillation  

                     potential" that results in the muscle fiber's Contraction.  

                                - Are Not visible under the skin and are detectable through 

                                  needle electromyography (EMG) and ultrasound.     

                                - Fibrillations do not occur in healthy individuals.  


